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Agenda
• Impact of COVID-19 on finances of
COCT
• City’s financial response to COVID19 pandemic – over 3 financial
years
• City’s response mechanisms to
COVID-19 pandemic – Specific
focus on Finance

Impact of COVID-19 on finances of local government
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City’s Budget Response to the COVID-19 pandemic
2019/20

2020/21

• March 2020:
COVID-19
pandemic
lockdown
• May 2020:
Adjustment Budget:
COVID-19 impact in
budget

• March 2020:
Tabled pre COVID19 budget;
• May 2020:
Reworked 2020/21
Approved budget;
• August 2020:
Adjustment Budget
(NT COVID-19
funding)
• January 2021: Mid
year Adjustment
Budget – review
COVID-19 impact

2021/22
• March 2021:
Tabled Budget
(minor inclusions)
• May 2021:
Approved 2021/22
Budget (minor
inclusions)
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Impact of COVID-19 on finances of local government
• Increased unforeseen expenditure, reduced revenue (major and minor sources), reduced
collection rates, projected underspending on both capital and operating programs were
experienced by municipalities the world over:

•
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2019/20 financial year
PPE, Emergency
relocations and
humanitarian relief:
R386m

R274m increase in debt
impairment costs

R401m drop in rates and
service charges

R184m drop in minor
revenue sources (bus
fares, events, facility
rentals, etc

Drop-off in expenditure: bulk purchases, contracted services, repairs and
maintenance and other programmes temporarily moth balled (R1,5bn)
Relaxation on the use of USDG and Transport Grants to help pick up some of the
operations directly linked to the pandemic
Capital budget reduced as a direct consequence of what could be achieved
in the remainder of the financial year and to create cash relief for covid
programmes.

2020/21 financial year
Funded budget
but not
balanced

Increased
capital
budget
required
R898m

A LTFP design that
challenged
sustainability

Reduction of
Revenue
R1,144bn

Increased
operating
budget
R803m

Planned operating deficit increases from R624m to R2.571bn

Consumption of working
capital/reserve cash

2021/22 financial year
At the cross roads in budget design:
A year of difficult choices
Accept and adapt to new levels of
National and Provincial Grants and adjust
programmes
Accept low revenue organic growth,
consumption and affordability by
consumers of services
Provide for no salary increases and cut
vacant funded posts
Cutting back on travel, training and other
direct controllables
Shift of capital budget funding sources

Revenue insights
Major revenue streams unstable

•
•
•

A property value based which is currently not stable across
property value category bands;
Reducing national grants;
Level of economic activity impacts on consumption levels
– instability here requires a balancing act of cost reflective
and an affordable tariff package.

City’s Adapted focus as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
• Economic Growth Strategy;
• Infrastructure Strategy;
• Long Term Financial Planning, the norm that
captures all;
• What is my team focusing on?
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City’s Inclusive
Economic Growth
Strategy
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City’s Economic Growth Strategy
Overarching framework of IEGS

• The City in its internal protocols and
policies purports and stimulate local
economic growth in its various disciplines;
• This is encapsulated in the recently
updated Inclusive Economic Growth
Strategy(IEGS) (went through public
participation and on its way to Council for
approval);

Stimulating
Investment

• This strategy in essence identifies 4 broad
roles for the City in supporting growth:

Quality
Service
Provision
Business
Facilitation,
Retention
and
Expansion

Labour
Market
Support
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Role of the IEGS in the City’s Policy Ecosystem
Spatial Planning & Housing

Adaption and
Shock proofing

Trade Specific
Management

Resilience
Strategy

Film
Strategy

MSDF
Zoning Scheme

Infrastructure & urban management
that underpin economic growth

Waste Strategy
Comprehensive
Integrated
Transport Plan

Human
Settlements
Strategy

Area Development Plans

Environmental integrity

Township
Economic
Development
Strategy

Inclusive
Economic
Growth
Strategy

Environmental
Strategy
City Assets & Investments

People orientated

Asset
Management
Policy

Social
Development
Strategy

Implementation
Plan

Monitoring
and
Evaluation

Research
Plan

City’s Infrastructure Strategy
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Rationale for the Infrastructure Strategy
• Post-COVID financial constraints mean all investment• This single cross-sector infrastructure strategy and 10

choices have to be more strategic and data driven:
year portfolio is the first for the metro and for an South
African metro.
• in order to consider the trade-offs across sectors;
• making choices across sectors that most enable A more strategic and coordinated City–wide (not by
recovery;
sector) approach to infrastructure is essential for a
credible
economic recovery programme – to maximise
• build on efforts to enable delivery whilst meeting
impact, give certainty to market and contractors via
compliance requirements;
strong signals of the intended pathway
• build on the lessons of recent years about city
wide transversal efforts to respond to challenges
with a data driven approach.
• For several years there have been efforts to improve

planning and coordination (incl. to enable spatial
objectives) – this is work-in-progress and constantly
being improved on;
• The

City however has not had a
coordinated approach to infrastructure;

consistent

Purpose of the Infrastructure Strategy

Recovery

Accelerated
Delivery

• To support recovery by spending the City infrastructure budget well and to ensure stable,
quality services
• To accelerate delivery of the right kinds of infrastructure, in a financially sustainable way,

Support LT
View

• To provide City leadership with a specific mechanisms to drive a 10 year infrastructure
programme.

Respond to
Dynamism

• To enable an adaptive approach appropriate for a dynamic context – incl. changes in climate
(rainfall patterns), technology (incl. energy systems), population, poverty and governance.

Data
Driven

Capability
Building

• To provide a strategy and delivery mechanism that is data driven, adaptive and coordinated
across sectors.
• To continue to build on the infrastructure planning and delivery capabilities we have put in
place over the last 10 years.

City’s Financial focus
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Linking LTFP to strategies

Strategies eg.

•

Transport Orientated
Development (TOD)

•

Integrated Development
Plan
•

Transversal Management

•

Integrated Economic
growth strategy

•

Infrastructure Strategy
(pipeline projects)

•

Social development
strategy

•

Sector plans

Tariff funded Services’ input:
•
Water & sanitation
•
Energy
•
Solid Waste

LTFP
•

Provide financial input ,
service growth and
parameters/assumptions

Consultation processes / Decision making:
•
SMF – Strategic, Operational, Item
•
Budget committees
•
Subcouncils
•
Portfolio Committees

Annual Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) process
Strategic
guidelines
This takes place from
December to tabling in
March, then final
approval in May.

Compilation of
detailed operating
and capital
budgets

The Long Term Financial
Plan (LTFP) shows in
financial terms, the
activities that the City
proposes to undertake
over the medium to
longer term to achieve
its stated objectives

Environmental
scan
These processes
generally occur
July to December.

Final endorsement of
parameters by
budget committees
for preparation of
detailed budgets –
latest December.

Budget committees
review/discuss/endorsement

Data
gathering

Iterative
scenario
modelling

LTFP : Assumptions to determine affordability
Economic
Climate

Rates and
Tariff
Increases

Intergovernme
ntal fiscal
transfers/alloca
tions

City’s
Collection
Ratio’s

Affordable
Capital &
Operating
Budgets

City’s
Interest
Parameters

LTFP
(20 years)

SMF
outcomes/
Pipeline
projects

City’s
Salary
Increases

Growth
Parameters
Trends in
demand
for FBS

Budget Focus
Underfunded
Mandates impact

Revisiting core
service delivery
mandates

Continuous
vulnerability
of revenue

Keeping an
eye on the
long term
with a
smoothing
intention

Business model
and practice
transformation

Optimum relief to
those that need it
most
Assessments of
relief package
affordability

Heightened level
of budgetary
control

Overall
financial
strategy

Data collection
and trend
analysis

Observation of
External Funding
(Nat/Pro) and
determine
trends. Temp vs
permanent shift
Reliable

Optimum
financial
resources
requirements

Sustainable

Credible

Infrastructure
focused on
revenue
generating
capacity

Treasury input
City Staffing
strategy to lower
economic activity
Revisiting core
service delivery
mandates

CAUTION:
Pandemic
not over
yet and
lasting
effects

Culture of
knowing
your
customer

Enhanced
monitoring of cash
flow risks
Responding
quickly to cash
risks

Overall
financial
strategy

Rightsizing of
business
activities and
relying more on
partnerships and
contracts
Continues check in on sustainability ratios

Services
business model
to shift to meet
new normal.
Did core hours
shift?
Institution
centric to save
costs

Are the
covenants
available
opposing loan
funding at cost?
Entrenching the
reality that Local
Government is
an enabler or
economic
recovery

Strong balance
sheets to support
affordable debt

Expenditure and risk management
Embracing the full
work from home
productivity drive

Culture of
knowing
your
customer

Business
continuity
plans
tested
every
quarter

Prompt
payment of
invoices to
suppliers target
shift from 97% to
99%

Healthy
relationship with
suppliers

Reward staff for
best practice
Focus on staff
wellness and
motivation

Overall
financial
strategy

Meet every
target required
to secure
discounts
Suppliers are part of the value chain. Treat them with respect

Making sure all
good lessons
learnt are find a
home in policy
Adjusted systems
and policy to
allow for more
frequent pay
runs

Business model
reviews – 100%
invoices
electronic

Property Valuations
Minimising cost with
higher levels of
productivity (3/4g)

Shift GV to
4th year

Small
accommodation
industry B&B

Focus on
renewal or
cancellation of
non-essential
Users in Travel
scheme
Absorbing
redundant staff
CTICC

Staff training on
complex appeals
and preparation
for hearings
Fast tracking of
objections and
appeals

Overall
financial
strategy

Focused on sales
data as a key
informant of the
GV and trust
relationship with
property owners
Save our employer, service providers, consumers and
community

Using Data
Analytics to
guide policy
decision making
on rates relief

Frequency of
appeal hearings
stepped up

Applying
Change
Detection
analysis

SCM
NOT compromising
on good
governance and
compliance

Actively
driving the
demand
plan of the
City

Application of
strategic
resourcing

Guidelines/proc
edures/revision
of policy to
ensure SCM
process are
efficient and
effective
Absorbing
redundant staff
CTICC

Management of
inventory items at
higher turns and
with focus of less
stock on hand
Regular price
negotiations

Overall
financial
strategy

Tender
Management
using the bid
committee
systems and
processes
Providing for efficiency, not compromising good governance
and compliance with legislation

Below R200k to
support smaller
enterprises
helping the
sustainability of
the City
Automation of
supplier
registration and
procurement

Community
based vendor
program fully
installed

Grant Funding

Maximum use of
grants to support
Covid-19
interventions

Specialist
capacity to
attract
international
Grants and meet
conditions
Driving grant
performance by
being actively
engaged with
implementors

Absolute
focus on
not losing
any
conditional
grants

Scanning local
and international
markets for
external funding

Overall
financial
strategy

Fully
capacitated
team to focus
on transferring
officer
conditions
Sensitizing
Transferring
Officers on
institutional needs
and impacts of
conditions set

Restructuring of
the department
Maximising the Grant Funding Focus assists with the burdens
on property rates and tariffs

REVENUE
Back to office for
frontline staff –
Wellness and Care

Targeted
collections
of debt
98%

Move to E
relationship with
Customers

NOT
NEGOTIABLE –
timeous and
accurate billings
Meter
estimations NOT
a default
position

Align core hours
with community
needs
Increased
intensity for
debt collection
actions - PPM

Retention of skills

Overall
financial
strategy

Rates clearance
efficiency as a
key information
to business and
economic
stability
Customer first and the cash will realise

Data analytics to
draw out
problem areas
and create
focus on unique
attributes
Policy adaption
to assist
struggling sectors
(Hospitality)

Revenue maximization
Driven by
the
property
value
chain

Not only focused
on static data
by process
efficiency

Overall
financial
strategy

Accurate, quick and up-to-date property information to
ensure billing is in-line with actual property attributes

Being complete
will be at lower
level of maturity
in this effort

Data analytics
focus as key
informant

Chief Finance Office
Kevin Jacoby
City of Cape Town

